
○：Brewer's Choice！Popular Item!　☆：Only Available Now！？Limited Release Beer

Beer
Recommended/

Limited Release
Beer Description

Pale ale ○ A light pale ale using American hops that is recommended to drink while eating meat! Weizen ○ A fruity scent of banana with a not-so-bitter refreshing taste.

White ale ○ Has the aroma of coriander and orange beer, a refreshing white ale. Golden Ale ○ A nice, refreshing beer with the scent of hops.

Spice porter ☆ A porter using rich black malt and bringing out a rich spice flavor. Red Ale ○ Amber colored beer characterized by rich caramel malts and a fragrant scent.

Nagahama Ale ○ Deep flavors from bitter hops and fruity aromas. Oyster Stout ○ Rich dark beer made with oysters from Sanriku.

Nagahama IPA Special ○ Refreshing bitterness and aroma from the liberal use of citrus hops. Sansho Ale ○ Spice beer characterized by its refreshing grapefruit aroma.

Oumi Pilsner ○ Refreshing sparkling golden beer with a lasting, fine white head. Nagisa ○ A fruity scented beer made with Hamayuri yeast from Kamaishi.

Ibuki Weizen ○ Pale yellow, unfiltered beer with soft acidity and low bitterness. IPA ○ Rich, bitter beer made with 4x more hops than usual.

Kurokabe Stout ○ Rich flavors from roasted malts and a mellow, smokey aroma. Tokoro Golden ○ A pale ale with citrusy aroma and refreshing after taste. Made with barley from Tokorozawa.

Ichigo Ichie ○ A saison with a complicated citrusy, Kyoto scent and dry, thirst-quenching flavor. The Cannonball ○ An IPA with powerful bitterness and sweet, refreshing orange-like aroma.

Ichii Senshin ○
Belgian IPA that blends fruity and citrusy hop character with earthy and spicy yeast flavors

without being overly bitter.
The Dark Horse ○ Refreshingly bitter aftertaste and sharp flavor that will change your image of dark beers.

Kuroshio no Gotoku ○ A tasty stout made from a blend of roasted malts  and Belgian yeast's fruity character. Limited Release (TBD) ☆ (TBD)

Haru no Kimagure ☆ A pale ale with the fresh scent of European hops and a soft, refreshing flavor. Pilsner ○ Characterized by its fresh, bitter hop taste and the pristine warm-sweet scent of malt.

Nagoriyuki (Lingering Snow) ☆ A wheat beer with a fruity scent, but crisp taste. 27 Coffee Ale ☆ A coffee ale characterized by blackberry, spices, and a nutty flavor.

Sho-Kyo Secchuu ☆ Collobaration brew with Shonan Beer! An American wheat ale with a sourthern feel. Sho-Kyo Secchuu ☆ Collaboration beer with Kyoto Brewing Co.! You must drink and compare them both!

Anniversary Beer ☆
A specially brewed double IPA for our one year anniversary! Available for the first time at the

Craft Beer Festa Kyoto!
IPA American Style ☆ Characterized by its fresh citrusy aroma interwoven with copius amounts of American hops.

Kaguya Hime ☆ Only during special occasians can you meet Kaguya hime. Uses lemon balm. Pilsner ○ An easy drinking beer with clean flavors and hoppy bitterness.

Sasa ○ Our most popular beer since our founding! Fruity and easy to drink! Weizen ○ A wheat beer with the fruity banana-like scent mixed with the aroma of cloves.

Take ○ Rich brown ale for those who like carbonation. Kure Ginjyo Beer ○ Rich malt flavors and fruity ginjyo sake aroma made from Hiroshima ginjyo yeast.

Yata ○ The black beer. Easy to drink malt blend. Shimanowa Beer ○ An aromatic lager lavishly using a citrusy scented aroma hop.

IPA No.3 ☆ Standard American citrusy hop flavor. Light 6% brew. Stout ○ Characterized by its rich coffee aroma using roasted malt.

SAISON Summer 2016 ☆ Refreshing summer Saison using Australian single hops. Weizen ○ Emphasizing a robust, deep flavor using copius amounts of malt.

COFFEE AMBER No.4 ○ It's a beer that taste like coffee! Coffee beer using high quality Kenyan beans. Honey IPA ☆ A perfect blend of honey aroma and the bitterness of an IPA.

BLACK IPA ○ Rich IPA with a noticiable malt and hop flavor and a filling taste. Second Strike Apple Ale ☆ Tart and zesty in the mouth, Second Strike finishes dry and cider-like.  Alc 5.0%

Ikigari ☆ Super Dry Beer！！An exhiliratingly tasty, bitter beer. Best for the first beer!！ Saison Sayuri ☆ With a spicy, fresh aroma, its surprisingly refreshing with a strong, dry finish. Alc 6.0%

Limited IPA ☆ You'll find out when you get here! Fruitful Life Citrus IPA ☆ An explosion of fruity hops! Alc 7.0%

Apple Beer ☆
A fruity beer made from Tsugaru Apples from Aomori Prefecture! This is great for those who don't

prefer beer!
Suruga Bay Imperial IPA ○ It's a hops fireworks show where you can clearly see the entire night sky!  Alc 8.5％

Porter ○
The scent and bittersweet taste of chocolate are characteristic of this brew. A refreshing black

porter despite its dark color.
Rising Sun Pale Ale ○ The Japanese aesthetic, "The Ultimate Balance." Alc 5.5%

Pilsner ○ Refreshing drinkability you can enjoy all day. Pilsner ○ Easy to drink pilsner.

Dunkel ○ Rich flavors and roasty aromas from the use of roasted barley. Brown Ale ○ A flowery scented ale beer.

Wheat Lager ○ An enjoyable combination of silky mouthfeel and hop bitterness. Weizen ○ Sweet and sour, a favorite of women.

Weizen ☆ Has the fruity flavor of banana and rich taste. Schwarz ○ An easy to drink black beer.

Golden Ale ○ Refreshing hop aroma, thirst-quenching taste. Characterized by its clear finish. Alto ○ The malt flavor can really be tasted.

Imperial Stout ☆ Characterized by its tantilizing mocha aftertaste with a bold and rich aroma. Limited Release Beer ☆ To be announced the day of.

Kinsachi Miso Lager ☆ Characterized by the fusion of Kinsachi miso and malts. Original Kinsachi beer.

Fruits Draft Lemon ☆ Utilizing Japanese lemon juice, this brew is refreshing while having a nice hoppy taste.¥ ＊There might be some changes the day of the event.

Blonde ○ Songbird's standard beer with a wheaty character and spicy hops. ＊Supplies are limited, so we recommend getting the beers you want early!

Not yet determined ☆ Great bitter 4% pale ale.

Summer Orange & Ginger ☆ A Belgian wheat made with ginger and local summer oranges from Kisarazu.

Gryesette ☆ A refreshing rye Belgian ale with a light color.

Kizakura Kura no Kaori ○ Smooth beer with a light sake aroma from the use of sake yeast. A Kizakura original!

Ruby Nile ○ High ABV beer brewed with ancient Pyramid ale wheat and caramel malt with a bronze color.

Tamba Black Beans ○ Rich beer that blends hoppy bitterness with roasted Tanba Black Beans of the highest quality.

Fresh Cherry ☆
Sweet and sour beer with a ruby-like color and a creamy pink head from the liberal use of

cherries.
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